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Introduction

Consider a random variable Z which,assumes the values pci, x^, Xfc
with probabilities /"i, • • • px respectively such that Pi>Q for. any

K

r = 1, 2, • • • K and S Pi = ^- Let = 2 piXi"- he the moment of
t=i

the «-th order about origiin. Then it is plausible to infer that not
more than K moments of X should be independent. In the following
we show that the moments of X satisfy a linear difference equation
with constant coefficients and of the ^T-th order. These constant co
efficients depend only on All, Xa, ••• Xm aiiid do not involve the prob
abilities. Using this result we obtain a difference equation for the
moments of the random yariable X of the above type. It is also shown
tliat^he converse is also true. Thus if the moments of a random variable
satisfy a linear difference equation with constant coepicients and of
order K, then the random variable must be of the above type.

2. Let X be the random variable with probability distribution

p{X = —Ps >0 •K. S^ps = \. (1)

Let /!„' = E Pix" be the n-th order moments about.the origin. Con-
. •

sider any set of {K + 1) consecutive moments H-'n+i ''' we
prove that such a set is linearly, dependent. .More precisely,

•Theorem—can determine a set" pf constants" %)
which depend only on Xi's such that for any integer « ^0 we have

fi'n+K + + •• • + —0- (2)
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Proof.—It means that we have to obtain a-^, a^, ••• s,uch that

-- -S 27 +. UkSpjX," = 0 . ,
(. 'y=l ^ , ;=1 . . _

or

2 Pi {x,"+^ +
i=i

+ aicXi"} = 0. (3)

This shows that if we choose {a^, a^,.
K simultaneous equations, (for all n>0)

+ • • • + = 0 j =\, 2, K

Ok) as the solutions of

(4)+ a^xi

then whatever be p\ - • • Pk the condition (3) is satisfied.

The above equations are equivalent to .

Xj^ + a-ipcj^-^ + ••• + = 0 i = \, 2, ••• K (5)

and (ai, • •• a^) are the solutions .of (5), The solutions, exist as the
determinant of the system of equations is well known Varidermonde's
detertninant,

K-lXi'

. K-l

A =

K-l
Xk

V if-2
Xl

V K-2A2

K-i
Xk' 1

= il (Xi - Xy)
t</ •'

, , X

j=\,2,---K

C6)

As Xi 7^ Xj we have A^0. Thus the solutions (ai, a^, ••• a^) exist
and are independent of n as well as (pp p^, •• •Pi^. Note that if some
x^=^0 we have = 0.

Thus we have determined a set of constants (a^, a^, • a^), which
depend only on x/s such that (4) is satisfied for-any and con
sequently there exists constants {a^, a^, ••• a^f) such that for n> 0 we
have

.fj-'ii+ir "•li '̂n+K-l + ••• + = 0-

Thus the moments satisfy a linear difference equation of. order
k and with constant coefficients. If we use the operator E :defined
as we have •

{E^ + a^E^-^ +•••-+ = 0 0. - . .. (7)
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Corollary—As an immediate consequence of the above result
we observe that is expressible in terms of /x/, • • • and

is expressible in terms of i^i, • •; thus /xV+i is expressible in
terms of i^i,' ••• In general we can showthat /a,,' for any n > .0
is expressible in terms of fig,' /ii,' • • • and these first A; moments
may be said to form the base for'the sequence of moments.' , '

3. A simple, method, for obtaining the linear diiference equation
(2), can be given" with the help of theory of equations.

Suppose for the moment that a^, a^, • • • are known then (4)
shows that Xj, • • • x^. are the roots of the equation

+ ••• + = 0 (2') which is nothing but the characteristic equation of
the linear difference equation (2). Thus if we choose

a^ = —S Xi, rta = (— 1)^ S XiXj, • •• fl^= (— l)'̂ XiX2 •• • x^,

equation (4) would be certainly satisfied and the linear difference equa
tion (7) expressed in the terriis of symbolic operator £ can be written
as

iI(£-x,)L„' = 0 n>0. (8)
)=i • -I . ,

It is worth while to note that if Pi = p^— ''' Pk = then
the linear difference equation (2) is nothing but the Newton's theorem
on the sum of the powers of the roots of equation (2').

K

Let fx.„' (a) = S Pi{Xj —a)" be the 7z-th order moment about any

point a. Then these moments will also satisfy a linear difference
equation with constant coefficients and of order K. In fact such £n
equation is given by

n>Q.-

In particular if a is the mean of the distribution, we get the result that
central moments also satisfy a linear difference equation- similar to
(2).

The above analysis in particular (8) gives us an interesting-resuh.
Suppose X and Y are two random variables having the same range
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of values Xi, Xg, •• • Xj^ then their moments satisfy the same linear
difference equation (8).

This obviously does not imply that their moments are same, -as
the moments will be also the functions of probabilities of assuming
values Xi, x^,,.- •• This difference will be reflected only in the set of
initial conditions when we try to solve the equation (8).

To illustrate the point, let X and Y be binomial variates with

P[X=l]=p; P[X=0] = q; P[Y==]]=p'

and

P[Y=0]q'.

Then the moments of X and Y both, satisfy the linear difference
equation,

£(£-l)fx„'= 0 71^0.

A'«+2 —H-'n+i + 0 • l^u =0 n ^ 1.

But the initial conditions for X are /xq' = 1; /i,' —p and those for Y
are /x'o = 1; = p'-

Thus for X we have /x,,' = p for > 1 and for Y /a,,' = p' for
n > 1 and the two are not equal unless p =p', i.e., X and Yare identical.

We may generalize this and say that if the two random variables
X and Y have the same range of values x^, Xj, . .. Xk and if their first
K moments are identical then the variables are also one and the same.

4. Now we consider the converse problem. Let X be the random
variable whose moments of all order exist. We further assume that
the moments of X satisfy the difference equation (2). Then we want
to assert that random variable X takes at most K values.

The linear difference equation is

{E""+ a,E''-^+ ... = 0^ n>0

and the corresponding characteristic equation is

x^+ a^x>'-^+ ... +aj,= 0.

(2')

(2')

Two cases will have to be considered separately (i) when charac
teristic equation has no repeated root, (ii) when, it has one or more
repeated roots.
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Ij/ case.—In this case characteristic equation has K distinct roots
Xi, ^2, ... Xjc and

= CiXi" + C2X2" + ... + CjiXic" (9)

where Cj, Cg, ... will be determined by the initial conditions. In
particular as /xq' = 1 we have

Ci + Ca + ... + Ck = 1. (10)

Let ^ (t) denote the characteristic function

^ 'If

— ^2^2" + • • • + ck^k"}

K

= U qe'*'!. (11)

Now ^ (0 is a c.f and as such must be bounded, and hence Xj must
be all real, otherwise the function will remain unbounded. As ^ (t)
is periodic with period 2it, as ±00, does not tend to zero
and the corresponding distribution function {d.f.) is not everywhere
continuous., .

^ In order: that (11) must be c.f., it must satisfy,.a set of sufficient
conditions. Following Cramer [I] we have

(a) <j) (0 must be bounded and continuous.

{b)<f>{0)=\.

(c) >ji{x. A) = J J 4>(t —u) dtdu.
00,

then iIj (x,A) is real and non-negative-for real x and all ^4 > 0.

We see that the above conditions (a) and (/?) are satisfied for
.K. .

s . As i; Cy = 1 the conditions {a) and {b) are guaranteed.
/=t1

We observe that ^(:>Cj, A) = c^A^ and will be non-negative if and only
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^ • K ' '

if 0; for j= I, 2, ... K and as S Cj= \ we must have
/=i

0 < c,- < 1 for 7=1, 2, ... K. (12)

K K

Thus the c.f. 6 (r) has the form S CjC'"'', where Z" Cj == 1 and 0.
1=1 y=i

From this one can immediately conclude that ^ (t) is the c.f. of a random
variable X assuming values Xq, x^, . • • Xa with probabilities c^, c^, ... c^.

2nd case.—Suppose that characteristic equation" admits one root
01 multiplicity r. Then if Xj is the root, the solution, of the linear diffe
rence equation gives

= (ci + Can + •.• • + c,n'-^) Xj." + c^+i^Vi + """ +

(13)

where c^, Cg, • • • are constants to be determined by initial condit-
tions, and in particular such that ^

tJ-o = + ch-1 + ••• + Ck = 1

Now

OO

C2« + • • • + c,n'-^) + z:®?]
=f+i j/=r+l

K

iitx^) + 2 cje"% (14)
j=r+l

where P,_i(Z) denotes a polynomial in Z of (c —l)-th degree. It
should be noted that constant term in P,_j;((7xi) is c^. Now S {t)

K ^ ;

consists of two parts one of which 2 Cje*"i is bounded. But ('̂ ^i)
l=r+l

is a polynomial of (r —l)-th degree in (itXi) and is not bounded for
any t real unless /• == 1 in which case (i^Xi) = c^. But we have
assumed that r > 1 hence is not bounded, and consequently
(f, {f) is not bounded. This contradicts our assuniption that (?) the.
c.f. exists. This shows that repeated root is not admissible,
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This completes the proof of the converse theorem, and shows
that the random variable can take at most X-values with non-zero
probability. . „ ,

- Summary " ,. . . - /

It has been shown that the characteristic property of the sequence
of moments {/it,,'} of a random variable that assumes only a finite number
of values is, that must satisfy a linear. difference equation with
constant coefficients and of finite order.
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